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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
This report  constitutes the Fourth Technical Report on the results of a 
program of investigations car r ied  out by ADCOM, Inc. under Contract No. 
NAS8 -201 28 for George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. 
The work covered in this report  was conducted in close coordination with, and 
in direction support of, the Astrionics Division, George C. Marshall  Space 
Flight Center. 
The overall objective of the program is to  investigate signaling and 
signal processing techniques for the AROD system that wil l  most simply and 
effectively yield unambiguous range and range -rate measurements  , within the 
limitations of existing sources  of e r ro r ,  and in harmony with other vehicle and 
ground station instrumentation functions. The result  of the investigations will 
aid NASA in the planning, design, and implementation of the AROD tracking sys -  
tem. 
The specific subjects of this  report a r e  three: 
a) Evaluation of the signal acquisition procedure employed in the 
AROD Vehicle Tracking Receiver (VTR). 
b) Evaluation of the ranging e r r o r s  incurred by propagation through 
the atmosphere, and of the possibility of correcting them in sub- 
sequent data processing. 
c) Consideration of some geodetic aspects relating to  position 
determination with the AROD system, including ground station 
coordinate system translation and fixing computations required 
of a vehicle -borne computer. 
In Section 2 some correlation properties of the AROD ranging code a r e  
These properties a r e  central to the discussion of VTR signal acquisi- derived. 
tion, which is presented in Section 3 .  Here, the emphasis is to explain tes t  
resul ts  obtained by Motorola, Inc. ,  and to suggest techniques for improving 
crit ical  phases of the acquisition procedure. 
1 
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The range e r r o r s  incurred by propagation through the atmosphere a r e  
evaluated in Section 4. 
considered. 
in order  to  indicate the magnitude of the problem. 
of g ross  range corrections a r e  then explored. 
Both tropospheric and ionospheric e r r o r  sources  a r e  
Only simple and approximate bounds to  these e r r o r s  a r e  derived, 
The possibility and mer i t s  
The AROD vehicle -borne system will include a computer which t rans  - 
forms the tracking measurements  into parameters representing the vehicle velo- 
city and position in space, utilizing geodetic information about the location of the 
transponders. This computation function is considered in detail in Section 5. 
Firs t ,  geodetic terminology and the basics and meaning of geodetic measure-  
ments as related to AROD system fixing a r e  discussed. Next, the mathematics 
for translation of ground station coordinates to  the vehicle -borne computer 
coordinate system is treated. 
position determination from station coordinates and AROD system measurements  
a re  covered, with a qualitative discussion of expected e r ro r s .  
Finally, the mathematical process of vehicle 
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2. AROD RANGE-CODE PROPERTIES 
2.1 Introduction 
In this section we will  derive properties of the AROD ranging code 
which a r e  necessary for studying the VTR acquisition procedure. 
purpose of this section is to document in some detail the derivation of these 
properties in order  to appreciate whether suggestions for modifications of the 
AROD code can be considered. 
The second 
The derivations of this section wi l l  be employed 
in  Sec. 3. 
The following a r e  the parameters  of the code: 
C-1. Clock frequency fH = 6 . 4  MHz 
C-2. L Code 127 bit - PN sequence 
A 1 Bit Per iod = 2 T = - L 
2 - 
I 
C-3.  H Code 511 bit - P N  sequence 
A 1 Bit Period = T = - 
fH 
C-4. Form of Combined Code C(t) (See Fig. 1) 
3 
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ADVANCED 
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C-5. Period of Code T = 1 2 7  (2T ) = 20 m s  r L 
C-6. Maximum Range 1 = - c T  Rm 2 r 
6 ~ 3 x 1 0  m- 3 x l o 8  x 0.02 2 
2.2 Propert ies  of P -N Sequences 
The individual H and L codes a r e  psuedo-noise sequences obtained fron 
th a l inear  shift register.  
2n-1 
For an n order shift regis ter  the maximum period is 
. The H and L codes have this maximum length, i. e . ,  both codes a r e  
"maximum -length shift regis ter  sequences. ' I  These sequences satisfy three 
randomness properties. * 
P-1 (The Balance Property) In each period of the sequence-the 
number of ONE'S differs f r o m  the number of ZERO'S by at 
most 1 .  
P - 2  (The Run Property) Among the runsof ONE'S and of ZERO'S in 
each period, one half the runs of each kind a r e  of length one, 
one fourth of each kind a r e  of length two, one eight a r e  of length 
three and s o  on as long a s  the fractions give meaningful number 
of runs. 
(The Correlation Property) If a period of the sequence is com- 
pared t e rm by te rm with any cyclic shift of itself, the number of 
agreements differs from the number of disagreements by at 
most 1. 
P - 3  
The correlation function of the individual H and L codes using the above 
propert ies  can be shown to be a ser ies  of triangular pulses as  shown in Fig. 2. 
There is a small  negative dc component in the correlation function equal to  
l / (pe r iod  in bits) 
s i ty  spec t r a  for the two codes a r e  
2 and hence is negligibly small: The corresponding power den- 
.I, 
'Golomb, S. W . ,  et. al. , Digital Communications with Space Applications, 
Prent ice  Hall, Inc., New York, 1964. 
5 
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(11127) 
Periodic' With Per iod  1 2 7 ~ ~  
Fig. 2 .  Correlation Functions and Power Spectrum of 1, and H Codes 
(Not to scale) 
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(Note: L code period 5 2 T ) L 
where 6(w) is the unit impulse. 
plotted in Fig. 2. 
The spectral  density for  each component is 
2.3 Combined Code Correlation Function 
Before computing the correlation function and spectrum of the corn 
The waveform is simply an ampli 
Its correlation function 4 
code, consider the waveform of Fig. 3a. 
modulated H code and we wi l l  denote it as E. 
can be sketched approximately as shown in  Fig. 3b. 
N 
HH(’ 
There  are a few differ 
f rom the correlation function of the H code 4 
First 
Furthermore,  for  shifts g rea te r  than f T  
OHH(7). 
P-3). 
(7) which should be observet 
N H_H 
HH(7 (0) is half dHH(0) and the period of 4 HH N HH (7) is double that of 4 
4 H’ HH (7) is not constant, as it is 
Now it fluctuates between the values 1/1022 and zero (using propel 
Note that Fig. 3b shows only an  approximate result, 
N 
The spectral  density aHH(a) is given by Fig. 3c. 
7 
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N 
( a )  Waveform H 
N 
1 &.... 1 TI 
1022 
N 
( b )  Corre la t ion  Function of H 
256 
N 
( c )  Spectra l  Dens i ty  of H 
R-3715 
I 1 
0 
Fig. 3 'Properties of E 
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The difference from that of @ (a) is that the separation between spectral  l ines HH 
is halved and the dc power is reduced by 114. However, because of equal bit 
,.J 
period the envelope is still the same s o  that the first null of the envelope @ (a) HH 
is also a t  6 . 4  MHz. . 
Let  us  now determine the correlation of the combined code C(t) of 
Fig. 1. In order  to compute this function we will first look at the product A(t, T ) ,  
Ab,  T )  e C(t) C(t -+ 7) 
for different values of 7. Associated with C(t) is a Boolean function C 
that when C = 0, C(t) = +1, and when C = 1, C(t) = -1. Thus the product 
A(t,T) is correspondingly written in Boolean t e r m s  as C 0 C 
modulo 2 addition. 
such t’ 
t t 
where 0 denotes t t + T  
Since C(t) is composed of P N  sequences and we a r e  only interested in 
the time average of A(t, T ) ,  
The computation of the correlation function involves only considering 
the following six possible categories in the table below. 
be noted that the averages <A(t, 7) > are approximate, the actual correlation 
function would have to be determined by direct  computation. 
Once again it should 
In Fig. 4 A(t, T)  is plotted for various values of T in t e r m s  of these cate- 
It wi l l  be observed Zories, denoted by the different shadings of the table below. 
.hat the shading pattern repeats every 2T sec; thus we need consider only one 
3eriod of the L code to  determine the average of A(t,7). 
:unction for  the various values in Fig. 4 is plotted in Fig. 5. 
;he computation consider the value of 7 = nT 
and 255. 
L 
The resulting correlatic 
As an example of 
where n is an integer between 1 H’ 
9 
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TEO 
I i  
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
1 + 5 1  
t 
T, + i -  1 
t '6700 T'- 2 - 
I I I I I ++-- 1
1022 T -  TL t 
t 
r = 2 T L  
I 
- t  
R -3714 
Fig' A(;,T) = C(t) c(t + 7) 
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No. 
1 
2 
3 
= - -  1 ( 1 1 I H  
2 ----I- 511 254 TL 
A(t, 7) <A(t, 7) > Shading on Fig. 4 
1 1 
1 
1 2 7  
- -  L . 0  Lk J 
j f k  
1 
51 1 
- L . 0  L . @ H  = H J J  
r hus  at n = 255, T = T / 2  - T. w T 1 2  and b = 1/511. L H L 
The  spectral  density of bCc (7) can be easily determined if  the small  
tariations of (7) a r e  neglected. Thus the approximate spectral  density 
P 
cc  
(a) of $ cc (7) is (shown in Fig. 6) cc 
12 
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s inoT  /2 2 ~ 3 T L  sinwT /4 
- -- 508 I [ 511 I [ wTH; ]2.... T[ U T ~ ~  l21 ::a &it- 
n#o 
It should be noted that 4cc  (7) derived here  differs f rom that prese 
However, their  digitally cor 1 in "AROD System Description" by Motorola. 
puted correlation function agrees  with our  4 cc (7) as shown in Fig. 7. 
L 2.4 Correlation Function of L 0 F 
In this section we derive the correlation function of the receiver  gf 
ated code L 0 FL. This is the receiver-coder output in the acquisition stat 
The correlation and spectral  density of this waveform is useful in understar 
the effects of c a r r i e r  loop filtering during the above state. Let us  denote tl 
code waveform by m (t) then the product function is 
0 
and the t ime average of this function gives the code autocorrelation function 
Fig. 2.8 A ( t , ~ )  is plotted for  different values of T and corresponding value 
4 (7) are also given. The resulting correlation function is sketched in Fig 
This function may be looked at approximately as the product of the two com 
ponents shown in Fig. 2.9b, i. e. , a periodic triangular wave y(7) times the 
m 
m m 
- -  _ .  
autocorrelation function of the L code + L L ( ~ ) .  
the spectrum of the triangular wave is impulses a t  odd harmonics of f 
Fig. loa. 
shc L 1 
The corresponding spectral  density is then sketched in Fig. lob.  
13 
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TH 
Fig. 7 Autocorrelation Function b (T) Computed by Motorola -. cc 
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0 
-1 
4 
1 
r =T, 
0 
I I 
I 
I , Product I A, ( t , T )  
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
3 1  
4 S O 8  
+ ( T ) = -  - + -  
mrn 
R - 3 7 d 6  
L Fig. 8 Computation of Correlation of L O  F 
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b) T w o  
R-3767 
ADVANCED 
Components of +,,,,(T) 
L Fig. 9 Correlation Function of L 0 F 
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I I t I b .  
a) S p e c t r u m  of y ( r )  
b) S p e c t r a l  D e n s i t y  of L @ FL 
R -3768 
L Fig. 10. Spectra for  LO F 
The need fo r  determining the spectrum of this code and those of the earlier 
sections will be appreciated when we analyze the VTR acquisition procedure 
i n  the next section. 
1 7  
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3. VTR ACQUISITION ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this section we analyze the acquisition process in the Vehicle 
Tracking Receiver (VTR). 
obtained by Motorola, Inc. and to suggest techniques for  improving crit ical  
phases of the acquisition procedure. 
The object of the analysis is to explain tes t  results 
The essential  configuration” of the VTR is drawn in Fig. 11. It 
This arrangement consists of two loops, a range loop and a c a r r i e r  loop. 
performs both c a r r i e r  and code tracking once synchronization has  been achieved 
Code synchronization is done by shifting the code to the position that indicates 
maximum correlation, while the car r ie r  loop acquires with the use of a dis-  
criminator aid. Initially the c a r r i e r  doppler of the received signal is small, 
being about f500  Hz. 
doppler due to the doppler reverse  technique. 
This is considerably lower than the actual two-way- 
In Fig. 11 we have shown dotted 
various gates that a r e  employed i n  the system. The necessity of the gates 
a r i s e s  because the system is time-shared for L code and H code tracking. 
The input signal of the VTR is a c a r r i e r  phase-modulated by a binary 
0 
waveform m (t) = fl. 
input signal as 
This modulation being bi-level f 9 0  , we can write the 1 
lr e (t) = cos w l t  i- e (t) + 5 m,(t)) 
S ( 1 
Thus, the input signal may be viewed also as  an amplitude modulated ca r r i e r .  
The z e r o  doppler input frequency is (w /2n) Hz and 8 (t) is a time varying phase 
due to doppler. m (t) is the range code which has two different forms dependin1 
on the acquisition stage. This input signal is multiplied by the receiver genera- 
ted code m (t) which also has difierent fo rms  in the different acquisition stages,  
1 1 
1 
0 
18 
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The different s ta tes  in the acquisition procedure a r e  four in numb( 
These states occur in sequence in the initial which we  wi l l  briefly explain. 
acquisition of a given transponder. 
State V-1 
m1 is the L code, while mo(t) is the L 0 FL combined code 
(Sec. 2.4). The receiver  range and c a r r i e r  VCOls a r e  se t  
to their  free-running frequencies. Next the receiver  coder 
shifts the L code. 
b i t s / s  which gives 20 ms time to the c a r r i e r  loop to acquire 
at the cor rec t  shift. Note that the above inspection t ime of 
20 m s  is equal to the total L code period. 
this stage is indicated to the transponder via the VHF link. 
The shifting is done at the rate of 50 
Completion of 
State V-2 
The transponder next removes the r eve r se  doppler linearly 
at a ra te  slow enough fo r  the VTR to track the ca r r i e r .  
State V-3  
ml( t )  is now the combined L and €I code C (Sec. 2.3), while 
mo(t) is changed to C 0 FL. 
over i t s  511 bits and acquired, 
The H code is now searched 
State V-4 
m (t) is now changed to the following form 
0 
.-t Alternate bits 
in the f o r m  of C t-One L code bit 
ON r-1 1-1 I F  Gate 
OFF- 
R -3746 
Note that FH is a square wave of period equal to the H code bit 
length. 
the L code a r e  combined differently, The combination 
L 0 H 0 FH is used for ca r r i e r  tracking while L 0 H 0 F 
This s ta te  is the tracking state. The alternate bits of 
is L 
20 
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used for  code tracking; that is, carrier and range tracking signals 
are time multiplexed. Synchronized gating for this multiplexed 
arrangement is i n  all "paths" of the VTR. 
complexity is an IF-Gate synchronized to mo(t) as shown above. 
This  gate cuts off the I F  amplifying chain half the time, removing 
the unused L code. In the event €1-code synchronization is lost, 
this arrangement allows to reverting to  state V-3 and continuing 
L-code tracking. 
A further system 
It should be noted that in  the present AROD configuration a two-mode 
During the t rack mode a coherent AGC is used while in  the AGC is employed. 
acquisition mode a noncoherent AGC is employed, the object of the noncoherent 
AGC being to constrain the carrier loop bandwidth to a design maximum. 
filter time constants of the AGC i n  both modes are the same, however. 
The 
In the next sections we analyze the acquisition states V-1 and V-3 to 
determine the nature of the following observations in experiments conducted by 
Motorola: 
3.2 
In acquisi.tion state V-1, and under strong signal conditions, 
the L-code acquisition detector was falsely tr iggered by the 
code noise to temporarily indicate code lock. 
lengthened the t ime to successful acquisition. 
of noncoherent AGC reduced the liklihood of this false lock, 
but did not eliminate it. 
the L-code acquisition threshold AL by about 2 dB. 
amounted to a degradation of the system threshold by 2 dB, 
f rom -130 dB into - 1 2 8  dBm (approximately). 
In acquisition state V-3, if the H-code search termination 
is disabled, then the VTR correlation indicator (CAD) output 
is the correlation function of the combined code C(t). 
was observed that the actual output of CAD differed f rom 
expected correlation function. The observed correlation 
function had fluctuations as  high as 28 dB below peak, i. e . ,  
a ratio in A L ( ~ )  of 25: 1. 
This 
The introduction 
It was finally eliminated by rais ing 
This 
It 
Acquisition State V -1 ' 
In  this section we will briefly outline the relationships in the VTR 
during L-code acquisition; this will lead to expressions showing the effect of thc 
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carrier loop phase t ransfer  function. If the two-sided bandwidth of the c a r r i e r  
loop is wider  than 100 Hz, it filters out some of the code (Sec. 2.2), so that the 
receiver does not function as a t r u e  cross-correlator.  Since the c a r r i e r  loop 
noise-bandwidth has  to be greater  than 500 Hz because of acquisition, the loop 
t racks a large amount of code causing considerable distortion in  the resulting 
cross-correlation function. 
and system concept, 
solutions to the problem. 
This is a basic problem in the AROD ranging code 
In this section we attempt to indicate possible simple 
In state V-1, m (t) is the transmitted L code, while m (t) is the code 1 0 
L 0 FL, as shown on the following diagram, 
I 
m J t )  I ' k - 1  L k  L k + l  
In the above diagram we have denoted the L code bit period in m (t) as 
0 
2T' in o rde r  to emphasize that initially the bit sync does not exist. 
the doppler on the L code is l e s s  than one Hz, so that bit sync is achieved 
quickly once the L code is synchronized. 
However, 
L 
We will  now briefly consider the various relationships around the VTR 
in  the absence of noise. 
operation is usually under very high SNR, so that independent evaluation of the 
noise effects for  the ca r r i e r  loop and the range loop in t e r m s  of rms phase is a 
satisfactory estimate of their  noise performance. 
This is not a major  simplification since system 
3 Thus, the input signal is 
1 S ( 1  1 e (t) = m,(t) s in  w t + e (t) 
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Assuming fur ther  that the received and receiver  generated bit r a t e s  a r e  
synchronized we have initially 
m (t) = m (t + 7) F (t + T) (1 1) 
0 1 L 
vhere is the initial misalignment of the L code, while F (t + T) is the actual 
L 
vaveform for  the Boolean binary code F The balanced modulator output e (t) L' 1 
.s then 
This is mixed down to the reference oscillator frequency w by the c a r r i e r  VCO 
whose output is 
r 
where (a 
is a time varying phase. 
- w )/ 2n = 6 MHz is the car r ie r  VCO 'free-running frequency, and 8 (t)  
1 r  V 
The first mixer output is therefore 
e2(t) = ml(t)ml(t  + 7)FL(t + 7) sin t + 8 1 (t) - 8 V (t)] (1 4) 
The effect of the bandpass filter in the IF will be negligible on this signal, s o  
that after mixing down with the reference frequency w we get the second mixer  r 
output 
The range VCO output F (t + 7) when multiplied to e,(t) in the second balanced 
modulator gives 
L 
which may  also be written as  
I 7T e (t) = cos e l(t) - - m (t)ml(t  + T) - e V (t) 5 1 2 1  
2 3  
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he above is the sinusoidal e r r o r  t e r m  of the c a r r i e r  phase-locked loop. If the 
a r r i e r  loop is tracking then the linearized phase-transfer model for the loop 
lay be used. The c a r r i e r  loop t ransfer  function is (Ref. 1, p. 3-31)  
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rhere G is the loop and, T and T a r e  the loop fi l ter  t ime constants. 1 2 The input 
lhase variation 
ience in operational notatior? e (t) is 
V 
1 (20) n n  = H(s)Ol(t) + 5 - 5 H(s)(ml(t)ml(t  + T )  
rhus we s e e  that i f  the bandwidth of H(s) is very narrow compared to  the signi- 
icant frequency components of m (t)m (t + T )  then 1 1 
8 V ( t ) x  H(s)  8 l(t) + f (21) 
To observe that the system mechanizes a cross-correlat ion in this ideal ca se  we 
:et first the output of the quadrature mixer e (t) which is 
6 
Che product of e (t) and F (t + T )  is the output e (t) of the third balanced modu- 
ator (the gates 1 and 2 a r e  on in this stage) 
6 L 7 
1. 
The operator H(s) will  be assumed to operate on all time functions in front of 
it. 
operation a s  convolution, 
One could just as well use the impulse response function and denote the 
Substituting from Eq. (19) for 8 (t) we get 
V 
.I 
ml(t)m (t + T )  
- '1 (24) 1 
.f H(s) does not f i l ter  a significant amount of the code product m (t)m (t + T )  then 1 1 
e7(t) M ml(t)ml(t  + T )  cos (25) 
Further ,  since the c a r r i e r  loop is t o  track out the doppler variation 8 (t) 1 
e7(t) M m 1 (t)m,(t + T) (26) 
Integration of e (t) by a low pass filter gives the correlation output 7 
AL(7) = $' e7(t) dt 
0 
(27) ' 
ivhere T is the sampling time of 20 ms.  If receiver range loop is opened, A (7) 
:an be plotted experim'entally. 
uhile Fig. 12b shows the effect of wide loop bandwidth. 
L 
Figure 12a reproduces such a plot f rom Ref, 2, 
To obtain the analytical form of the correlation output including the 
Assuming that the loop 2arr ier  loop filtering effect, we go back to Eq. (24). 
;racks the doppler variations el(t) then 
F=: m (t)m (t -ET) sin H(s)m (t)m (t -t 7) (2 9) 1 1 ( 1 1 1 
[f the codes a r e  in synchronism H(s)m (t) m (t 4-7) = 1 and therefore the level of 
k,(O) is the same a s  in the case of no code filtering by the c a r r i e r  loop, 
gifficult to see the actual form of A (7) f rom e7(t) above, L 
1 1 
It  is 
However, note that in 
~ 
Note that 1 + H(s) operation on  the code could be changed to (1 - H(s)) 
if e (t) is multiplied by -1. 0
.b -8-
6 
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(a) B = 200 He n 
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(b) B = 1 , 1 3 3 3  He n 
Fig. 12 .  Effect of C a r r i e r  Loop Bandwidth on 
Correlation Function of L Code 
( F r o m  Ref. 2 Fig. 15) 
ADVANCED - 
e7(t) the product m (t) m (t + T )  is multiplied by the t e r m  1 1 
s in [  ( ~ / 2 )  H(s) m,(t) ml( t  + T ) ]  
The argument of this sinusoidal t e r m  contains only the low frequency compo- 
nents of m (t) m (t + 7). 
n / 2  rad, it is reasonable to expect this term can be approximated by the first- 
order  F M  sidebands. 
Since the peak value of this argument is less than 1 1 
Thus, e (t) is very approximately proportional to 7 
This is one way of getting a first-order effect of the distortion due to ca r r i e r  
loop filtering. 
considering Eq. (28). 
type wave of Eq. (28) is low deviation, then e (t) is nearly proportional to 
Another approximate manner of looking at this effect is by 
Using again the approximation that the sinusoidal PM 
7 
(1 + HW) m,(t) ml( t+T) * e7(t) (31) 
The correlation output would then be 
since T equals the period of the code and we can interchange the two linear 
operations on the product m (t) m (t t 7); therefore 1 1 
Thus, we  see that the distortion in the correlation A (7)  is very approximately 
due to an additive t e r m  containing the low frequency components of the code. 
The validity of this approximation can only be checked by actual experiment. 
L 
An exact solution to the correlation function distortion appears very 
difficult without significant system changes. Par t ia l  alleviation of the problem 
In this operation the time variable is T.  t 
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is more  likely. 
bandwidth and use either a sweep acquisition aid o r  sweep the transponder 
frequency sinusoidally over the range of frequency uncertainty expected 
(in state V-1). 
The most  direct  approach being to reduce the c a r r i e r  loop 
Another possible solution is pre -filtering of the receiver generated 
code. Thus, the receiver-coder output would be passed through a fi l ter  with a 
t ransfer  function T(s) so that m (t) would become 
0 
The basis  for such an approach is that the ca r r i e r  loop tracking the code may be 
looked at  as attenuation o r  amplification of the low frequency components of the 
code. 
able to compensate for the loop filtering, 
have to be obtained by some approximate analysis together with experimental  
t r ia l  and e r r o r  and computer simulation, since a direct analytical approach 
does not appear possible. One property of T(s) which may be expected is that i t  
would have a unity transmission f o r  frequencies of the order  of the components 
of F (t) so that we could write 
Thus, i f  these components a r e  pre-filtered sufficiently, they should be 
The actual t ransfer  function may 
L 
0 (t) = F L (t + 7-1 T(s)  ml ( t  + T )  (35) 
that is, T(s) only effects the L code m ( t + ~ ) ,  It is felt that this approach has 
considerable potential. 
IF Gating employed in the system in state V-4. 
1 
However, it w i l l  also require studying the effect on the 
3.3 Acquisition State V - 3 
In acquisition state V-3 the receiver generated code and received code 
a r e  shown below, If s ta tes  V-1 and V-2 a r e  satisfactorily completed, the L 
codes should be in synchronism i n  this diagram. 
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Now in the output of the A detector we would have ideally the auto- L 
correlation function of the combined code C(t) of Sec. 2. 
should not effect frequency components of the H code; however, distortion of 
the L code components wil l  still exist. The correlation function of C(t) around 
T = 0 showed in Sec. 2 to be composed of a triangle due to the L code and another 
narrower one due to the H code. 
effected by the c a r r i e r  loop filtering. The L code triangle was, however, in 
this stage one half the width of the L code correlation function in state V-1. 
Consequently it appears that in this stage there wil l  be l e s s  distortion of the 
triangle of the L code than shown in Fig. 12. 
Ca r r i e r  loop filtering 
The H code part  of the triangle wi l l  not be 
Experimental  resu l t s  by Motorola indicate such distortion of the output 
A (7). 
a r e  only 28 dB below, 
lock in the presence of noise. 
The measurements  gave minor peaks of the correlation €unction which 
These could conceivably lead to temporary false H code 
L 
In Sec. 2 we found that the correlation function of C(t) contains two 
additional peaks at T = f 3T /2 which a r e  only 12 dB below the main peak. 
These peaks should not effect this acquisition stage i f  the L code is properly 
synchronized, However, when signal is temporarily lost  and reacquisition is 
attempted without reverting to stage V-1, then the eifect of these pealis would 
need to be checked. 
L 
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4. ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON 
AROD RANGING ERRORS 
4.1 Introduction 
An uncertainty exists concerning the range measurement e r r o r  that can 
be expected due to propagation of the AROD tracking signal through the 
atmosphere. 
o rder  to ascertain the overall  AROD system range measurement accuracy. 
addition to establishing bounds on the e r ro r s ,  i t  may be desirable to derive 
gross  corrections for propagation e r r o r s  which could be applied to actual range 
measurements .  
these e r r o r s ,  and to an exploration of the mer i t s  of gross  range corrections. 
4 Bounds on the magnitudes of these e r r o r s  must be determined in 
In 
This section is devoted to  establishing approximate bounds to 
4.2 The Propagation Effects 
In a range (and range-rate) tracking system that depends on the 
accurate measurement of time (or phase) differences between transmitted and 
received signals, the principal atmospheric propagation effects resulting in 
e r r o r s  are those that introduce extraneous time delays (or phase) shifts, which 
do not correspond to the round t r ip  straight-line distance between satellite and 
tracking station. There a r e  two basic types of propagation anomalies that can 
resul t  in  such e r r o r s :  refraction effects, and multipath o r  scat ter  effects. 
These effects take place in propagation through both the ionospheric and tropo- 
spheric regions of the atmosphere. 
Refraction effects are due to the variation of propagation velocity in 
This variation resul ts  in two the different layers  of the ear th 's  atmosphere. 
effects which a r e  sometimes considered separately: 
(a) a bending of the ray,  which amounts to a lengthening 
of the path of propagation, and 
a slowing down of the ray, which resul ts  in an added 
extraneous time delay (or phase shift). 
(b) 
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The total time delays (or phase shifts) a re  strongly dependent on the angle of 
elevation of the vehicle, because a smaller angle of elevation implies a longer 
distance' to be travelled by the radio wave through the atmosphere. 
to refraction can be appreciable and a re  quite stable in general, changing 
slowly a s  the vehicle changes its elevation with respect to the ground station, 
and with diurnal changes in the propagation velocity in the various layers  of the 
atmosphere,  These delays a r e  also dependent on the frequency of the radiated 
waves. Adequate compensation of the ranging e r r o r s  caused by the refraction 
effects can be implemented, provided that accurate analytical relations between 
range e r r o r s  and pertinent parameters  a r e  available. 
Delays due 
Multipath o r  scat ter  effects are due to turbulence and time-varying 
i r regular i t ies  in the s t ructure  and composition of the atmosphere. 
in  rapid randomly varying time delay (or phase shifts), a s  well a s  in rapid 
random fluctuations in  the received signal amplitude. 
a r e  strongly dependent on frequency. Amplitude changes could result  in system 
failure, i f  the signal-to-noise ratio a t  the input to a receiver  drops below the 
detection threshold. 
however, on the assumption that adequate transmitted power levels have been 
designed into the system. 
cannot be adequately compensated, because of the complexity of the relations 
between the e r r o r  and the pertinent parameters (i€ known), and the rapid 
random fluctuation nature of the e r rors .  
They resul t  
The delay fluctuations 
We wi l l  not be concerned here with this possibility, 
The range e r r o r s  caused by the scat ter  effects 
4.3 Review of Some Previous Findines 
Extensive studies have been conducted in the past in the a rea  of effects 
We review here of propagation anonlalies on the accuracy of tracking systems. 
some of the pertinent findings., 
One of the more  pertinent research efforts in this a r e a  was conducted 
5 
by Pliilco Research Division. This study was partly concerned with the 
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An/CoM 
constant (or diurnally varying) range e r r o r s  caused by the ionospheric and 
tropospheric refraction effects. 
frequency, fo r  two specific angles of elevation: 5 
dependence of the refractive index on altitude in a spherically-symmetric 
These e r r o r s  a r e  computed a s  a function of 
and 90 . A model for the 0 0 
atmosphere is assumed. 
vary exponentially; while in the ionosphere a weighted average of various model; 
proposed in the l i terature w a s  assumed, 
In the troposphere the refractive index is assumed to 
At  S-band, the band associated with most  range and range-rate 
systems, the static range e r r o r  
(nighttime) for a vehicle a t  altitude greater than 1000 n. m. and an elevation 
angle of 5 , ( so  that the vehicle is well outside the ear th 's  atmosphere and is 
thus suffering the maximum e r r o r ) ,  
sponding numbers a r e  4-25 feet and +12 feet respectively. 
e r r o r ,  most  of the contribution (70 to  80 percent) a r i s e s  f rom the troposphere 
for  smal l  elevation angles, and a lesser  percentage for high elevation angles, 
Note that these e r r o r s  cannot be "calibrated out" because they a r e  not fixed 
e r r o r s  . 
amounts to +120 feet (daytime) and +90 feet 
0 
0 For an elevation angle of 90 , the co r re -  
Of this total range 
These computed e r r o r s  may vary * 50 percent, depending upon local 
conditions, weather and season. 
variations, can be resolved from a knowledge of the refractive index at the 
tracking station, so that predictions about the e r r o r  can be computed as often 
as desired in order  to make corrections of the range data. However, the fact 
that the Philco study does not give e r r o r  estimates as a function of the elevation 
angle makes it impossible to use  its predictions to cor rec t  the ranging data fror 
a vehicle that is rapidly and continuously changing i t s  angle of elevation. 
Much of this uncertainty, including the diurnal 
Another pertinent study effort was conducted by J. J. Freeman 
6 
Associates, Inc. in relation to the Goddard Range and Range Rate System, 
This study concludes, on the basis o€ previous experience, that the r m s  
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fluctuations in range e r r o r  due to scatter effects in the ionosphere and tropo- 
sphere do not exceed the order  of magnitude of one foot. 
The study then deals with methods of correcting for the slowly 
changing e r r o r s  due to refraction i n  the troposphere - only for a propagation 
frequency at S-band. 
paragraph 2(a) above) is negligible compared to that due to the decreased 
propagation velocity, for elevations greater than about 4 . 
pute an exact expression for the e r r o r  as a function of the angle of elevetion, 
as well a s  an approximate expression in which the bending of the r a y  is neglected 
all on the basis of a CRPL exponential reference atmosphere. 
It is found that the contribution due to r ay  bending (see 
0 It  goes on to com- 
It  is then suggested that the approximate expression, augmented by 
frequent measurements  of the index of refraction at the tracking station, be 
used to make r ea l  time corrections of the ranging information, 
to make an estimate of the r m s  difference between predicted and actual range 
e r r o r s ,  in order  to justify the utility of making the corrections. However, no 
conclusive resul ts  a r e  achieved concerning this residual e r r o r  after correction. 
It is proposed 
4.4 Ranging Errors  From Tropospheric Propagation 
This section presents a simple and approximate bound on the range 
e r r o r  caused by propagation through the troposphere. 
to be at a great  altitude, which means practically "several  hundred miles. " 
At lower altitude the e r r o r  will  be l e s s  than this bound. 
The vehicle is assumed 
Consider a plane ear th  with refractive index, n(y), a function only of 
the altitude y (see Fig. 13). 
the horizontal at any height y is given by 
The inclination of the propagation direction to 
n(y) sinp(y) = const. = s i n p  ( 3 6 )  
0 
where j? is the true elevation angle of the vehicle at the ground station. 
0 
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Fig. 1 3  Refractive Propagation through the Troposphere 
The leng3hening of the propagation path is given by 
7 The refractive index at sea  level is normally n = 1.000324. Since (n(y) - 1 
effectively proportional to the air density, pa throughout its range of signif: 
cance, we can w r i t e  
0 
where p is the air density at ground level. Then 
0 
3.24 x 1 
A L  = sin - J d Y )  dY 
0 
Utilizing 
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where 
is the atmospheric pressure at ground, assumed constant, and PO 
g is the gravitational acceleration, also assumed constant, 
we get 
meters  3.24 x p0 u 2.55 
gp0 0 
- = -  
sin f l  sin f l  A L  = 
0 
(f 
W e  thus have in Eq. (41) a very simple estimate of the one-way 
lengthening of the propagation path caused by tropospheric refraction. The 
estimate is a function only of the elevation angle of the vehicle at the grounc: 
station. The two-way path lengthening is simply twice that of Eq. (41). 
This is a rather  large e r r o r ,  especially at low elevation angles, e 
0 14.6 me te r s  for = 10 . However, the e r r o r  can be fairly accurately pred 
and compensated. Note that, by the gas law, the factor p / p  in Eq. (41) is 
proportional to the absolute surface air temperature.  This resul t  is indepe 
of condition of the atmosphere, except for  the assumption of horizontal stra 
cation. It may therefore be stated that for  any horizontally stratified atmo: 
phere, the path length correction due to atmospheric refraction is, apart  f r  
ear th  curvature effects, given quite accurately by an expression of the forn 
0 
0 0  
A L  = &(:)(?) s i n  f l  0 
where p a r e  measured a i r  density and temperature in the neighbor1 
of the ground antenna, and p and T are standard density and temperature,  
For  reasonable reference values p A is on the order  of 2.55 mete: 
I t  could be determined with great accuracy. This formula could also be 
modified to take ear th  curvature effects into account, very accurately. 
and T 
0 0 
S S 
and T 
S SI 
Assuming that such a correction is accurately made, the reinainin 
These sk e r r o r s  a r e  due to horizontal gradients in  atmospheric structure.  
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/ 
be at least an order  of magnitude smaller under usual conditions. 
conditions, such as passage of a sha rp  cold front, would certainly be known, 
and could be compensated for. It seems very  likely that these compensation 
processes i f  carefully car r ied  out could reduce f ina l  range e r r o r  to less than 
Unusual 
0 0.1 meter as long as B > 10 . 1 
4.5 Ranging E r r o r s  f rom Ionospheric Propagation 
This  section presents  a simple and approximate bound on the steady 
part  of the range e r r o r  caused by propagation through the ionosphere. 
The group velocity at any point in the ionosphere is 
v g = c  /q (43) 
where 
c = velocity of light, 
7 f = 8.1N X 10 , 
N = free electrons/cm , and 3 
C 
f = frequency i n  Hz. 
For  ver t ical  t raversa l  of the total ionosphere, the lengthening of the propagatior 
path is 
7 
J N(Y) dY 
vert  
f2 8.1 X 10 % J - -  C dy = 
2f2 2f 
(44) 
For  traversal at elevation angle /3 through a horizontally stratified ionosphere 
this value is to be multiplied by l / s i n  p. 
on the integrated electron density, represented by the integral in Eq. (44). 
The resul t  thus depends only on /3 and 
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. 
This line of investigation has been exploited fully in Ref. 8. Typical 
values for f = 2 GI32 work out to be 
0.96 
A L  = - mete r s  sin /3 (45) 
The two-way path lengthening is, of course, simply twice that oi  Eq. (45). 
Although ionospheric structure changes conspicuously with time of 
day, season, etc. ,  the integrated electron density is one of the more  stable 
parameters.  The e r r o r  could probably be reduced by a factor of 4 o r  5 by a 
uniform correction of the form B/s inP where the constant B is carefully chosen 
An additional factor of 2 or 3 could probably be gained by programming B to 
follow a typical diurnal and seasonal curve. 
electron density is more accurately predicted o r  directly measured, very  
precise compensation could be made i n  principle, but this would appear very 
difficult . 
Of course, i f  the verticalintegratec 
The doppler frequency is not falsified by these effects for a vehicle 
above the ionosphere. 
Because of the appearance of l / s i n  f i  in the correction formulae 
(Eqs. (41) and (45)), it is clear that any compensation could be performed on 
the ground, and inserted a s  update data in the range data extraction unit. 
These compensation schemes involve undesirable complications. I t  
might be eas ie r  to make use of the fact that all  types of e r r o r  are of the form 
I</sin 6 where K is perhaps a difficult number to derive a priori, but may be 
taken as constant at leas t  on one vehicle passage. 
o r  f r o m  comparison with doppler velocity measurements,  an adequate estimate 
of I< may be made periodically. 
F r o m  trajectory dynamics 
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5. POSITION DETERMINATION WITH THE AROD SYSTEM 
5.1 Introduction 
An area  of proposed future equipment development in the evolution of 
the AROD system is that of a vehicle-borne computer which wi l l  transform 
AROD tracking measurements  into parameters representing the vehicle velocit 
and the position of the vehicle in space. One of the first s teps  in determining 
vehicle-borne computer requirements for the AROD system is a decision a s  to  
the coordinate system in which position computation will be performed. A three-  
dimension Cartesian coordinate system with center in the vicinity of AROD grounc 
stations permits  on-board position fixing computations by algebraic manipulation 
of measured distances obtained from the AROD system and pre  -inserted station 
coordinate information. Vehicle-borne computer trigonometric expansions a r e  
not required for the mathematics involved in a rectangular coordinate system 
(thus resulting in reduced computer complexity and weight, and on-board power 
required), and the vehicle position is determined with reference to the Cartesian 
coordinate system center. 
Since the pertinent measured parameters in the AROD system a r e  the 
JI 
distances from the vehicle to each of three ground stations,”’the positions of these 
ground stations relative to  the Cartesian system center must be known. 
relative position information can be computed in advance of the vehicle launch 
and s tored in the vehicle system memory. The computation process consists of 
conversion of ground station coordinates re fer red  to an earth-center coordinate 
system to the Cartesian system of the vehicle-borne computer. 
This 
During the course of translation of station coordinates f o r  various sta- 
tions to the coordinate system of the vehicle-borne computer, questions a rose  
‘:’Distance information to four ground slal ions is available when all stations 
For this simplified t reat ise ,  however, only a three- station a r e  acquired. 
fix wi l l  be considered. 
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concerning the exact meaning and accuracies of the coordinates given. This 
section will therefore first deal with geodetic terminology and the basics  and 
meaning of geodetic measurements  a s  related to  AROD system fixing. 
mathematics for  translation of ground station coordinates to  the vehicle -borne 
computer Cartesian system will be treated next. 
ce s s  of vehicle position determination from Cartesian station coordinates and 
AROD system measurements  will be covered, with a qualitative discussion of 
expected e r r o r s .  
The 
Finally, the mathematical p ro-  
5. 2 Geode t ic Considerations 
Accurate knowledge of the position of AROD ground stations is pa ra -  
mount to  the precision fixing of a vehicle in space. 
various earth-center coordinate systems and how they relate  to  the Cartesian 
coordinate system proposed for  the vehicle computer is therefore necessary.  
This  section will be concerned with the establishment of the relationship between 
these coordinate systems,  but will not attempt to  be rigorous in the treatment of 
this subject."- 
An understanding of the 
.*I 
5. 2 . 1  Reference Surfaces 
The re  a re  three different reference surfaces  used by geodesists in 
determining positions on ear th  ( see  Fig. 14).  
tween these  reference surfaces,  since each plays an important par t  in the devel- 
opment of geodetic control. 
It is necessary  to  distinguish be- 
The first, the ear th ' s  topographic surface is i r regular  with its variety 
of land forms,  mountains, valleys, and ocean depths; yet its features can be 
delineated, and it is, in fact ,  the surface on which geodetic measurements a r e  
actually made. 
., -,- 
A more  complete discussion of the elements of geodesy a s  applied to  tracking 
sys t ems  may be found in Ref. 1 ,  from which this text is synopsized. 
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Center o f /  
Spheroid 
$ Geocentric Latitude 
R e  = Geocentric Radius 
h = Elevation Above Geoid 
N = Geoid Height 
(#‘A = Astronomic Latitude 
#G = Geodetic Latitude R -3757 
Fig. 1 4  Merid iona l  Section (From Ref. 9)  
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The geodesist, however, reduces his measurements  (and r e fe r s  his 
ibservations) to the geoid. 
2verywhere normal to the gravity vector, which coincides with the smooth but 
indulated surface to  which the waters of the ear th  would adjust, f ree  of disturbing 
'orces, and which may be imagined to extend through the continents. The geoid, 
he best reference surface available, is represented by mean s e a  level, and i t  is 
he purpose of horizontal geodetic surveys to  determine on the geoid, positions 
If the projections (along the local vertical) of points lying on the ear th ' s  surface,  
hove  or  below the geoid. 
oca1 vertical  from points on the ear th 's  surface to  mean s e a  level. 
:omplex distribution of earth crustal  materials and the i r regular  masses  of 
raried densities below the 'surface, the gravitational force var ies  from place to 
dace, not only in amount but in direction. 
rector pass through the geometric center of the earth. 
The geoid is an equipotential surface of gravity, 
A vertical  survey determines the distance along the 
Due to the 
Rarely does the local center of gravit: 
The forces that deflect the gravity vector act as well on s e a  level, causinl 
To avoid the problems of exact position determi- t to  display a warped surface. 
iation on this non-mathematical figure , computations a r e  normally made on a 
ipheroid deduced a s  the geometrical figure which best fits the geoid o r  some por-  
ion,of it.  The spheroid is defined by two numbers,  the length of the semi-major  
tnd semi-minor  axes (or semi-major  axis and a ratio called "flattening") which 
issign both s ize  and mathematical shape to  the surface. Since the spheroid is a 
.egular surface it does not coincide with the geoid, and the a reas  of separation 
tre known a s  geoid heights or  geoid separations. 
he geoid separation directly, though sufficient geodetic data may permit a good 
?.stirnation of it. 
tccurate survey datums. 
There is no way to measure 
This limitation interferes with the establishment of completely 
Several  increasingly precise  determinations of the dimensions of the 
)est-fitting spheroid have been made; in  fact, one of the pr imary elements of 
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geodesy has been the determination of the s ize  and shape of the earth.  
certainties in the various dimensions as evidenced by the several  spheroids in 
use around the world today i l lustrate the difficulty in the problem of determining 
the relative positions of tracking stations. Sea level itself, the best  reference 
surface, is only an approximation, since there  a r e  many dynamic effects, both 
long and short  t e rm,  that modify this surface. 
5. 2 .  2 Geodetic Surveys 
The un- 
Geodetic surveys a r e  those which take into consideration the curvature 
D f  the earth.  Within the l imits that a given spheroid is used to define the shape 
D f  the ear th ,  distances and angles over the ear th 's  surface can be measured, and 
latitudes, longitudes, and azimuths computed which will be accurate relative to  
each other. Positions from geodetic surveys a r e  known as  geodetic positions and 
must be used whenever accurate relative distances and directions a r e  desired. 
[t should be made clear  that insofar as relative distance within the coverage of 
the geodetic net is concerned, no errors  other than the mechanical e r r o r s  of 
measurement a r e  involved. Geodetic positions being the result  of measurements 
made on the surface of the earth, i f  a different spheroid were used, all the posi- 
tions and azimuths would be redefined but the relative distances would remain 
unchanged. 
FIoriz ont a1 P os itioning 
Four  surveying techniques a r e  in general use for determining positions 
3n the ear th ' s  surface: astronomic positioning, triangulation, triaterlation, and 
traverse.  
methods utilizing celestial techniques. 
In recent years,  technological developments have added several  new 
Astronomical observations a r e  made with optical instruments containing 
leveling devices, and when in use the vertical axis of the instrument is made to 
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coincide with the gravity vector. 
referenced is an i r regular  , non-mathematical surface , however, and distances 
a r e  not measured, positions observed some distance apart a r e  wholly independent 
of each other. 
fore, be expected to  agree with actual horizontal survey results.  
Since the geoid to which the positions a r e  
The calculated distance and azimuth between them cannot, there-  
Triangulation also involves the u s e  of optical instruments in which the 
vertical axis coincides with the local gravity vector. 
is measured directly, all other distances being derived by angle measurements  
of triangles and trigonometric calculation. 
station may be located is nearly independent of the character of the intervening 
country, since the ground between stations does not have to be t raversed.  
Triaterlation is a procedure wherein the triangle sides a r e  measured 
directly, frequently over long distances (to 500 miles) with electronic distance 
measuring equipment. 
positions determined relative to  an origin, a s  in conventional triangulation. 
In this system the base line 
The accuracy with which a distant 
Angles a r e  calculated trigonometrically and geodetic 
Traverse ,  the simplest means of extending control, involves the mea-  
surement of angles and distances between a number of intervisible survey points. 
These measurements  a r e  generally made by conventional optical instruments, 
and tapes or  electronic distance measuring equipments, and the position of each 
control point computed relative to  t h e  origin from the measured data. 
In celestial techniques, a visible target  such as  the moon o r  a satellite 
(the position of which is known) is observed against a s t a r  background. 
dinates of a point on the earth a r e  determined through the observed relationship 
3f the target  in space to the s t a r  background. 
survey method is that it eliminates the effect of local gravity deflection, since 
rrerticality of the observing instrument is not a factor. Although gaining accep- 
.ante, this method has not been widely used operationally, pending resolution of 
x r t a i n  problems inherent in the technique. 
The coor-  
The principal advantage of this 
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Ve rtic a1 Positioning 
Vertical control is normally extended by one of three techniques: 
lifferential, trigonometric, and barometric leveling. 
An optical device whose vertical axis is coincident with the gravity 
Jector is used in differential leveling. 
iormal to  the vertical  axis on each of two upright graduated staffs, and the dif- 
Readings a r e  made through a telescope 
Yerence between readings represents the difference in elevation of their  bases.  
Trigonometric leveling involves the measurement of a vertical  angle and 
iorizontal distance. 
Aevation may be calculated. 
fer t ic a1 optic a1 refract  ion. 
By solution of the resulting right triangle, the difference in 
The accuracy of this method is affected greatly by 
Barometr ic  leveling, the leas t  precise of the three methods, employs 
instruments calibrated to  measure the barometric pressure  difference between 
IWO sites. This difference in pressure  is converted to  an elevation difference. 
Geodetic Datums 
Geodetic control requires  two types of datums: a horizontal datum which 
Eorms a basis  for the computation of horizontal control surveys in which the 
Zurvature of the ear th  is considered, and a vertical  datum to  which elevation is 
referred.  
A horizontal geodetic datum has been traditionally defined by five quan- 
tities: the lengths of the semi-major  and semi-minor axes (or  by a ratio, flatte- 
ning) of its spheroid; an azimuth from its point of origin to  another point; and the 
latitude arid longitude of the point of origin. 
knowledge of the deflection of the vertical at the point of origin is a prerequisite 
to an improved geodetic datum. 
It should be noted, however, that 
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A change in any of these established quantities o r  in the assumption 
regarding deflection, will resul t  in a change in  the computed coordinates of any 
3oint based on the datum defined. 
.n position, distance, and azimuth derived from geodetic surveys having points 
!n common but based on different datums. 
Thus, there  will be a basic lack of conformity 
The full definition of position includes the third dimension, height. It 
i a s  long been recognized that the use of geocentric distances would be desirable 
a s  a means of avoiding the uncertain factor of geoid separation (see Fig. 14) .  
several reasons this is not a convenient system. 
F o r  
The origin is inaccessible, and 
instruments cannot be oriented to  it. Its position must be deduced from multiple 
3bservations. Thus, as a practical  matter, elevations a r e  generally re fer red  t o  
mean s e a  level or the geoid. 
3etween vertical  datums reveal many discrepancies, a s  s e a  level is an approxi- 
mation affected by tides , winds and currents that displace the waters  unnaturally. 
Development of the datum over  a survey a r e a  is further complicated by conti- 
nental instability, and the fact that the total  volume of s e a  water seems to vary 
with t ime. 
5. 2. 3 
A s  in interconnections of horizontal datums, t ies  
Application to  Space Tracking Operations 
A world tracking range such as the Manned Space Flight Network is 
typified in par t  by Fig. 15. If the geocentric distance and angles of the vehicle, 
and the changes in these parameters  with respect  to  t ime, could be measured 
directly f rom the ear th ' s  geocentric center, tracking would be relatively simple. 
Unfortunately, however, vehicle position and velocity measurements must be 
made f rom the ground station transponder on the ear th 's  topographic surface,  
using our best  knowledge of vector 1 and the measured vector 2. 
determining vector 1 consist,s of the summation of the following factors: the 
The problem of 
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of t h e  Earth 
R -3758 
Fig. 15 Vectors Involved in Position Determination of Space Vehicles 
eoidal separation estimated by the geodesist, using somewhat involved proce - 
u r e s  which will not be covered in th i s  section; the topographic height above the 
eoid, known from spir i t  or  trigonometric leveling; and the radius of the spheroic 
t the station. 
h e  ear th  measured from the earth 's  center t o  the data point (namely the ground 
tation transponder). 
These three  factors a r e  summed to yield the geocentric radius of 
The geocentric angles of vector 1 a r e  known as geocentric latitude and 
eocentric longitude, and a r e  determined by translation from geodetic coordi- 
ates.  
ection, but it will be noted that ( in  general) the geocentric coordinates a r e  de- 
ived from topographic land surveys.  It will a lso be noted that geocentric loiigi 
ude is the same as geodetic longitude. 
The traiislation process is beyond the scope of the discussion in this 
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The length and rate-of-change of length of vector 2 a r e  determined in the 
AROD vehicle, and it is thus possible with a knowledge of vector 1 to  three or 
more  ground stations, and measured values of vector 2 t o  these same ground sta- 
tions, t o  fix the vehicle in space and determine the velocity vector relative to  an 
earth-center coordinate system. 
and the velocity vector determined relative to  any coordinate system center. 
5 .3  In-Flight Computer Coordinate System 
By p r o p e r  translation, the vehicle may be fixed 
The utilization of a rectangular coordinate system for in-flight position 
computation is convenient for the AROD vehicle -borne computer since, assuming s t a  
tion coordinates in rectangular form relative to the Cartesian system center a r e  
inserted in the computer memory, only algebraic manipulations a r e  required for  
vehicle fixing. 
geocentric vertical passing through the coordinate system center (positive values 
of 2 in the direction away from the earth 's  center). 
coordinate system center (usually defined at a point near  the ear th ' s  surface and 
in close proximity to the ground stations) normal to the Z axis, and is coincident 
with a plane surface passing through earth North and South poles and the coordi-  
nate system center. Positive values of Y a r e  deiined in the northerly direction. 
The X axis is orthogonal t o  Y and Z axes. 
easter ly  direction. 
each with components in X, Y, and Z directions. 
vehicle t o  the stations a r e  defined by quantities S , Sb, and S . 
._ 
Such a coordinate system is shown in Fig. 16 .  The Z axis is a 
The Y axis intersects the 
Positive values of X a r e  defined in the 
- -  
Stations A, B, and C are defined by vectors A, B, and E, 
Range measurements from the 
a C 
5 . 4  Station Coordinate Translation 
In order  t o  effect a vehicle-borne computer solution to the vehicle posi- 
tion based on range measurements t o  each of three ground stations, the coordi- 
nates of the ground stations relative to some common point must be inserted in 
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the computer memory pr ior  to  launch. It is most convenient to  s tore  these c 
dinates in l inear quantities of the Cartesian coordinate system described in S 
Station coordinates, however, are given (in the most convenient form) in geo 
tric values. It is thus necessary to  translate the station coordinates from th  
earth-center, polar form into the local-center, Cartesian form required for  
vehicle computer. This translation is accomplished on the ground pr ior  t o  
vehicle launch. A pictorial of the geometry involved in the translation proce 
is shown in Fig. 1 7 .  Note the relationship between the earth-center coordinat 
system and that system depicted i n  Fig. 16 .  
The location of an AROD ground station, and of the computer coordi 
systein center, is described in the earth-center polar form by three values: 
angles and a l inear distance. 
at the exact point of intersection. 
radius is 
Station A location are 4 
tion, respectively. 
The distance is the geocentric radius of the ea 
For example, at Station A the geocentric 
The two angles which complete the description of the 
and $J a a' 
I or Ra. a 
the geocentric longitude and latitude of the E 
In order  t o  translate the angles and distance representing the statio] 
a' 'a, location in the earth-center coordinate system into l inear quantities x 
z , which describe the station position with respect  t o  the computer eoordin; a 
system center, it is necessary to  define a seri.es of coordinate systems, thrc 
which the earth-center system described above is rotated, in o rde r  to  derive 
rectangular components. The first system defined is shown in Fig. 18. A l i r  
through the ear th ' s  North/SouthPoles is defincd as the Z"' axis, a line throug 
the ear th ' s  center intersecting the Greenwich Meridian at  the equator r e p r e s  
the Y"' axis,  and a line orthogonal to both Ylll and Z"' axes intersecting the c 
o€ the ear th  represents  the XI1' axis. Thus, for Station A, 
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R -376 0 
X Axis 
Fig. 1 7  Geometry of Ground Station Coordinate Translation 
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I 
Fig.  18 Transformation of Station Coordinate to  
E art  h - C e 11 t e r , R e c t aiig u l  a r C o o r din at  e System 
'a = R a ( C O S $ ~ ) ( C O S  +a) (47) 
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R s i n $  (48 1 111 = a a a 
The quantities x l l l J  describe the location of Station A in  a rectangular 
2arth-center coordinate system. In succeeding steps,  these quantities will be t rans  
ated to  l inear values in the rectangular coordinate system described in Sec.  5. 2.  
and z 
, a 'a a 
The next s tep is to  rotate the rectangular system shown in Fig. 18 about 
a i s  defined by vector E (see Fig. 17) .  Rotating the coordinate system of Fig. 1 
hrough the angle 4 about the Z"' axis (see Fig. 19 ) ,  a coordinate system is define 
v h  ere  in : 
0 
0 
x = x cos + - yll  sin 4 (49) a a 0 0 
The new coordinate system is next rotated about the XI1 axis through the 
as shown in Fig.  20. Thus, a 'coordinate system is defined where:  
a 
+O) 
ingle (900 - 
I = yI1 cos (90" - Q ~ )  - z" s in(90"  -$o)  = y "  s i n $  - zI1 c o s $  (53) 'a a a a o a  0 
z '  = y "  s in  (90" - $o) + z l  cos (90" - $o) = y l  cos $ - z "  sin$ (54) a a  0 a 0 
The l a s t  operation required for the coordinate system trcatislation is that of sub- 
tracting out the value of R 
Z axis. 
from the Station A rectangular component along the 
0 
In this process,  the rectangular components of Eqs. (52) through (54) a re  
'2"'  
Fig. 1 9  Rotation of Coordinate System About Z"' Axis 
Xd' 
I I  
I I  
I I 
I I 
Fig. 20 Rotation of Coordinate System About XI1 Axis a 
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translated from an earth-center reference t o  one near  the surface of the earth,  
and the coordinate system described in Sec. 5 . 3  (see Fig. 1 6 )  is realized: 
x = X I  
a a  
- I   
'a 'a 
z = z ' - R  
a a  0 
Grouping t e r m s  in Eqs.  (49) through (57) 
x = xllf cos $o - yll s in  4 a a 0 
z = (x 111 s in  6, + yll  cos  4 ) cos $o + z l l  sin $ - R 
a a 0 0 0 
By substitution of the appropriate ground station subscript  in place of 
the subscript  "arr  in Eqs. (46)  through (60), these equations become generalized 
coordinate translation formulas for any RROD ground station. 
when the station location or coordinate system center is defined by west longitude 
$ is positive; when eas t  longitude, 4 is negative. 
coordinate system center is defined by north latitude, $ is positive: south latitude 
defines $ negative. 
any worldwide location. 
As a convention, 
When the station location or 
Using these conventions, Eqs.  (46) through (I601 a r e  valid for 
It should be reiterated that the actual station coordinate translation corn - 
putation process ,  as developed in this section, is accomplished pr ior  to  vehicle 
launch. The coordinates defined by Eqs. (58), (59), and (60) a r e  inserted in the 
vehicle-borne computer while it is on the ground, o r  may be loaded into the com- 
puter storage matr ix  while the vehicle is in  flight utilizing a radio command link. 
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:he data handling capability of the AROD tracking system up-link could feasibly 
.ccommodate the transmission of station coo-rdinate data. 
. 5  Vehicle Position Computation 
Once the AROD ground station coordinates have been inserted in  the 
rehicle computer, only the measurement of slant range from the vehicle to  the 
,round stations is necessary for  the computation of the vehicle position. 
itation solution is considered in  this section:’ 
A three-  
.I, 
Referring t o  Fig. 16 ,  the position of the vehicle with respect t o  the com- 
and S r ep re -  ,uter coordinate system center is defined by the vector 3. 
ient the s lant  range measurements to Stations A, B, and C, respectively. The 
inear quantities x, y, and z describe the vehicle position in the coordinate systen 
)f the vehicle computer. 
pant i t ies  x, y, and z ,  each with subscripts a ,  b, and c, a r e  the coordinates of 
itations A, B, and C computed in Eqs. (58) through (60) .  Writing the system 
?quations, 
sa, Sb’ C 
It is these quantities whose solution is sought. The 
2 2 
a a 
2 2 2 2 s = (x - x ) + (y - yc) + (z - zc) 
C C 
2 2 2 2  lSI2=s = x  + y  + z  
A four -station solution, determined by the weighted average of the components 
of three-station solution permutations, may actually be desirable and is recom- 
mended for future investigation. In addition to  vehicle position computatj oils, it 
is desirable t o  utilize the vehicle-borne computer to calculate a vehicle velocity 
vector using AROD system obtained range r a t e  measurements from the three 
ground stations,  and to t ranslate  the vehicle position measurements made in the 
Cartesian coordinate system back t o  earth -center, polar coordinates. This coiii 
putation, however, is beyond the scope of the discussion in Section 5. 
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10 The simultaneous solutions to this sys tem of equations a re  of the form 
- -  
2 
2 - 2 P  Q 
2 s =  
P 2 P  
2 
x = P S  + Q  (66)  X X 
2 
y = P S  + Q  (67)  
Y Y 
1 where P P and P a r e  constants for a station set ,  and Q QyJ and Q are x' yJ Z z 
2 2 2 2 
Q = Qx + Qy + Qz 
- 
P * Q = P Q  + P Q  + P Q  (71)  x x  y y  z z  
Now, we  let 
2 2 2 2  
a a a a  
2 2 2 2  
b b b b  
R = x  + y  + z  
R = x  + y  + z  
2 2 2 2  
R = x  + y  + z  
C C C C 
( 7 2 )  
(73) 
(74)  
Substituting Eqs. (64) ,  (72), (73),  and (74)  into Eqs. (Gl), (62) ,  and (63), w e  
obtain 
2 2 2  
S + ( R a  - S a )  
= x x + y  y + z  z 
2 a a a 
2 2 2  
S + (Rb  - Sb) 
= x  x + y  y + z  z 
2 b b b 
L L = x  x + y  y + z  z 
2 C C C 
4 simultaneous solution to Eqs. (75), (76), and (77)  is of the form 
X 
x = -  num 
' D  
( 7 5 )  
(7  9) 
ynum 
y = r )  
Z 
z = -  num 
D 
?rom Eqs. ( 7 5 ) ,  ( 7 6 ) ,  and ( 7 7 ) ,  the following determinant solutions to D, x num' 
, and z exist: 'nu, num 
D =  
X a 
b X 
X 
C 
'a 
'b 
IJ-c 
'a 
'b 
YC 
'a 
yb 
YC 
Z 
a 
b Z 
Z 
C 
Z a 
b Z 
Z 
C 
X 
a 
- 
yrlurn - 
- 2 num 
where: 
b X 
X 
C 
X a 
b X 
X 
C 
'a 
'b 
'c 
'a 
'b 
'C 
za  I 
b z = p (x 2 - x 2 ) + p  (x 2 - XcZa) + 'c(x$a - x 2 ) a c b  b c  b a c  a b  
(83)  
zc  I 
'a 
'b 
cIC 
2 
S + (R2 - S2) a a  
'a = 2 
2 2 2  
S + ( R b  - Sb) 
'b - 2 
2 2 2  
S + (Rc - Sc) 
cLc = 2 
Xow, defining the following "PI' constants, 
'b'c - 'c'b 
D P =  ax 
- 'cZa - Ya'c 
pbx - D 
'aZb - 'bZa 
D P =  cx 
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x z  - x z  
c b  b c  
D 
P =  
aY 
x z  - x z  
a c  c a  
D P =  by 
XbYa - XaYb 
D P =  C Y  
XbYc - xcyb 
D 
P =  az 
- xcya - XaYc 
'bz D 
D =  XaYb - XbYa 
J. 
cz D 
(93) 
(94) 
(95) 
Jombining Eqs. (78) through (96), 
- r a x  + p b x  +pcx) 2 l [  ( R 2 - S  :)
+Spa , :  a 
- 
2 x = p  P a ax -t 'b'bx 'C'CX 
' pbx (k2 b - si) + PCXF( - s;)] (97) 
+ P (R2 - si) + 
- s:)] by b 
[t is seen that Eqs. (97),  (98), and (99) conform to the general form of Eqs. (66) ,  
:67),  and (68). Therefore, 
+ P  'axfPbx cx 
2 P =  X 
P + P b  + P c  ay  
2 P =  Y 
+ P  paz  + 'bz C Z  
2 P =  Z 
(1 00) 
R + P  R (1 03)  ax R s a + P b x  s b  cx sc  Q = P  X 
Q = P  R R + P  R y ay sa +'by sb cy  s c  
R + P  R (1 05) az 'sa "bz sb cz  s c  Q = P  Z 
Nhere 
2 2  
a a  
2 
R - S  
R =  
sa 
2 
RE - Sb 
R s b  = 2 
2 2  
2 
C 
R - S  
C R =  s c  
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To compute the values of x, y, and z ,  it is necessary first to evaluate 
the denominator D a s  defined in Eq. (81). Next, the "P" constants defined in 
Eqs. (88) through (96) a r e  evaluated. Eqs. (100) through (108) a r e  then substituted 
into Eqs.  (69), (70) ,  and (71)  t o  obtain the values of P , Q , and 
value of S is then obtained by substituting the computed values of P , Q , and 
2 2  Q. The 
2 2 2  
- into Eq. (65).  Finally, the numerical values of x, y, and z are computed 
by substituting the computed values of P, S , and Q into Eqs.  (66), (67),  and (68) 
2 
The computation process  described above is physically car r ied  out in 
the vehicle-borne<computer while the vehicle is in flight. 
of x, y, and z a r e  converted back to an earth-center coordinate system, and the 
converted values may be telemetered to  ground stations (feasibly utilizing the 
data transmission capability of the AROD system S-band down link) or  coupled to  
the vehicle navigation system for in-flight vehicle navigation corrections. 
The calculated values 
5 . 6  Vehicle Position Errors Due to Inaccuracies in Station Coordinates 
A t  least  three e r r o r  sources  contribute potentially to  the overall e r ro r  
in the computed vehicle position: (1) e r r o r s  contributed by the vehicle-borne com- 
puter, (2)  AROD system measurement e r r o r s  (including both equipment and pro-  
pagation e r r o r s ) ,  and (3)  e r r o r s  in  ground station coordinates. Geometrical 
dilution will magnify those e r r o r s  which exist in AROD slant range measurement: 
and ground station coordinates. 
It is reasonable to  assume that with sufficiently sophisticated vehicle - 
borne computer hardware, no significant vehicle position e r r o r  will be contribute( 
by the computer itself. Measurement errors contributed by the AROD system, as 
well a s  those due to  transmission of the tracking signals through the propagation 
mediuin, have been the subject of some limited analysis in  the past. The effects 
of e r r o r s  i n  AROD ground station coordinates, and of geometrical dilution in the 
position determination problem , however, have not been studied in detail. It is 
A the intent of this section to analyze the eifects of this latter potential e r r o r  
mrce;  rather,  the accuracy with which it is possible to  locate ground stations 
ith current geodetic techniques wi l l  be discussed briefly. 
robable ground station coordinate e r r o r s  to the expected e r r o r  in vehicle fixing, 
msidering geometrical dilution, is a subject for recommended future investiga- 
on. 
The translation of 
It will be recalled that the geocentric description of an AROD system 
round station consists of geocentric longitude, geocentric latitude, and geocentric 
adius. Errors in these three parameters s tem in general from three  source^:^ 
i )  surveys from local control points, (2) surveys to  datum origin, and (3) e r r o r  
1 distance to  ear th ' s  center. 
. 6 . 1  Local Control Errors 
The quality of the local tie of the ground station to  its control network 
eldom introduces considerable e r r o r  into its position with respect t o  other sta- 
ons. 
lis source a r e  generally l e s s  than one meter.  
Other soiirces of e r r o r  a r e  relatively much la rger .  Er rors  resulting fron 
. 6 . 2  Errors to  Datum Origin 
Est imates  of e r r o r s  from this source are based primarily on an empir i -  
ally derived mathematical technique linown a s  Simmons' formula!.' Simmons' 
)rmula has  been employed, for example, for  the conversion of Cape Kennedy 
baturn and Indian Datum to the European Datum, since no estimates of the uncer- 
ainty of the conversion constants a r e  available. The estimates made by 
immons' rule  should be conservative. 
. 6. 3 Errors t o  Ear th ' s  Center 
The accuracy assessment,  "TO Ear th ' s  Center" , is an RMS sum of t.he 
tandard errors estimated f o r  the tie t o  local control, to  datum origin, and the 
dlow ing factors : 
5. 6 . 4  
Uncertainty of the datum origin with reference t o  the ear th ' s  center.  
This uncertainty has  been estimated a s  50 meters  for the major  
geodetic datums, 1 0 0  me te r s  for the Australia Datum, and 1 2 0  meter  
for islands without geodetic ties to  major  datums. The uncertainty 
of the vertical  datum is often difficult t o  a s ses s .  All stations have 
presumably been referenced to  mean s e a  level. This may mean a 
net adjusted to  many tide gauges with long periods of observation. 
Other datums based on good observations of mean s e a  level should 
differ by l e s s  than a meter .  
Uncertainty of equatorial radius. This uncertainty has  been es t i -  
mated at between 25 and 1 0 0  meters ,  depending on the spheroid 
assumed. 
Uncertainty of geoidal height. This uncertainty has  been estimated 
at between 1 2  and 25 meters ,  depending on the source of information 
Uncertainty in astro-geodetically determined geoidal heights var ies  
between 1 2  -1 8 meters .  
Positional Accuracy of Ground Stations 
The effect  of the e r r o r s  discussed inSecs.  5. 6. 1 through 5. 6.  3 is manifestec 
in the estimated standard e r r o r  in location between ground station pa i rs .  
? m o r  is calculated as the root sum of squares  of the individual e r r o r s  contri-  
3uting to  the inaccuracy of the location of one station with respect  t o  the other. 
[t is reasonable to  examine the accuracy of current  geodetic surveys on an opera-  
;ional tracking station network in order  to determine the probable magnitude of 
Dositional errors which could be expected fo r  AROD ground stations. 
This 
A s u m m a r j  
2f e r r o r s  for  stations in the NASA Manned Space Flight Network thus follows in 
succeeding paragraphs.  9 
Horizontal e r r o r s  between Manned Space Flight Network stations on the 
Xorth American Datum a r e  estimated at between 8 and 38 meters ,  depending on 
:he par t icular  station pair. 
md  Eglin A F B  is 8 meters ;  between Bermuda and Pi. Arguello, 38 meters .  ) The 
(The estimated standard e r r o r  between Pa t r ick  AFB 
6 3  
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pproxiniate e r r o r  between stations on the North American Datum connecting to  
:auai is on the order  of 108 meters  due t o  an estimated ANIS occultation tie e r ro r  
f 100  meters .  
E r ro r s  between stations on different datums a r e  based on the root sum 
f squares  of the individual e r r o r s  t o  the  Ear th ' s  center.  
rrors between stations in the Manned Space Flight Network located on different 
atums a r e  estimated at between 1 2 1  meters  (Patrick AFB and Woomera) and 1 7 7  
neters (Ascension Islands and Grand Canary). 
Spherical standard 
. 6. 5 Conclusions 
It can be seen by the foregoing discussion that in many cases  the theore- 
ical accuracy of the AROD system (possibly even including propagation e r r o r s )  i E  
t l eas t  an order  of magnitude better than that with which it is possible t o  locate 
round stations,  one with respect t o  the other. 
nteresting conclusions: 
This observation suggests two 
(1) More accurate ground station surveys may be required in order  to  
employ the full accuracy capabilities of the AROD system, and 
(2) It may be possible with the use  of the AROD system t o  perform to  
the required accuracy these ground station surveys. 
:his l a t t e r  possibility offers promise to the geodesist of a powerful new surveyin$ 
nstruinent with which it may be possible t o  connect major datums with considera- 
ily more  accuracy than present geodetic instrumentation permits.  
1 .  7 Recommendations for  Fur ther  Study 
The preliminary investigation reported in Section 5 has brought about rea l i -  
!ation of the need f o r  specific fur ther  study concerning the ultimate devclopineiit of a 
rehicle -borne computer. Important stcps in this development process  are the follow. 
ng recommended studies,  l isted in the suggested chronologica1,order of completion: 
6 4  
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. 
. 
(4) 
(5) 
(7) 
It is recommended that an exhaustive analysis of e r r o r s  in the A 
system be conducted. As envisioned, this analysis would includ 
range and range-rate e r r o r s  contributed by delivered AROD equ 
ment, as well as signal propagation e r r o r s .  
It is recommended that an analysis be conducted of the probable 
e r r o r  in vehicle position due to AROD system e r r o r s  (including 
equipment and propagation e r r o r s )  , ground station location err0 
and geometric a1 dilution. 
It is recommended that the analysis conducted in Sec. 5. 5 of thi: 
Technical Report be expanded to  include the correction of vehicl 
position for movement of the vehicle during the signal t ransi t  tir 
It is recommended that a methodology be developed for obtaining 
four-station vehicle solution suggested in the footnote to  Sec. 5. 
of this Technical Report. 
It is recommended that an  appropriate analysis be conducted to  ( 
velop the methodology for in-€light computation of the vehicle ve 
ty  vector. 
It is recommended that a coordinate system be developed for  in-l 
translation of the vehicle position in Cartesian coordinates to  eaj 
center form. 
Finally, it is recommended that a study be conducted to  determi 
the optimum system design of a special-purpose, vehicle-borne 
computer whose function is to  compute the vehicle velocity vectc 
and vehicle position corrected €or vehicle movement during the ; 
t ransi t  time, then translate this information in Cartesian form tc 
earth-center polar form. 
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